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Ari SATMOKO1, Tai ASAYAMA2

Abstract
In sodium environment, material 316FR stainless steel risks to suffer from

carburization. In this study, an analysis using a Fortran program is conducted to evaluate
the carbon influence on the creep behavior of 316FR based on experimental results from
uni-axial creep test that had been performed at temperature 550 °C in sodium
environment simulating Fast Breeder Reactor condition. As performed in experiments,
two parts are distinguished. At first, elastic-plastic behavior is used to simulate the fact
that just before the beginning of creep test, specimen suffers from load or stress much
higher than initial yield stress. In second part, creep condition occurs in which the applied
load is kept constant. The plastic component should be included, since stresses increase
due to section area reduction. For this reason, elastic-plastic-creep behavior is considered.
Through time carbon penetration occurs and its concentration is evaluated empirically.
This carburization phenomena are assumed to affect in increasing yield stress, decreasing
creep strain rate, and increasing creep rupture strength of material. The model is capable
of simulating creep test in sodium environment. Material near from surface risks to be
carburized. Its material properties change leading to non-uniform distribution of stresses.
Those layers of material suffer from stress concentration, and are subject to damage. By
introducing a damage criteria, crack initialization can thus be predicted. And even, crack
growth can be evaluated. For high stress levels, tensile strength criterion is more
important than creep damage criterion. But in low stress levels, the latter gives more
influence in fracture. Under high stress, time to rupture of a specimen in sodium
environment is shorter than in air. But for stresses lower than 26 kgf/mm2, the time to
rupture of creep in sodium environment is the same or little longer than in air.
Quantitatively, the carburization effect at 550°C is not important. This corresponds well
with experimental results.
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presently at Structure and Material Research Group, O-arai Engineering Center, JNC
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1 INTRODUCTION

In Fast Breeder Reactor, liquid sodium flows in primary and secondary systems.
Especially in secondary system where the design temperature is above 500°C, 2V4 Cr-
lMo steel is used for the evaporator, and austenitic stainless steels (SUS 321, SUS 304
and SUS 316) for other components. Recently, JNC has developed 316FR stainless steel,
designed for FBR plant. This material has better performance than SUS 304 or SUS 316,
especially in creep behavior.

In sodium environment, material 2V4 Cr-lMo steel risks to be decarburized.
Carbon element goes into liquid sodium which then flows and in contact with other
materials. In this condition, carbon may penetrate into austenitic steel causing
carburization effect. This influence might be important and has to be taken into account
in FBR design. To study the carbon influence on the creep behavior, uniaxial mechanical
creep tests on 316FR were performed at temperature 550 °C in liquid sodium
environment simulating Fast Breeder Reactor condition. The results are given in Figure
1.1. In the range from 1000 to 10000 hours the creep rupture time in sodium is shorter
than in air. For long range creep, there may be little difference between creep rupture
time in air and in sodium.

In this report, analytical evaluation will be conducted to simulate carburization
effect in creep experiment. Carbon element in liquid sodium may penetrate in material
leading to carbide formation. As it is known, the phenomenon gives affect on plasticity
and creep behaviors. The first hardens material by increasing yield stress. The second
causes the decrease of steady creep strain rate and the increase of creep rupture strength.
The magnitude of those influences will be discussed in Chapter 4.

In creep test, specimens are a smooth round rod with 6 mm of diameter. Constant
axial load is applied until the failure occurs. Considering axisymetric model, this
geometry will be modeled by dividing into 129 elements as shown in Figure 1.2. The first
29 elements have 0.1 mm of width, and the last 100 elements have 0.001 mm of width.
Exterior elements suffer from carbon inclusion coming from sodium environment.
Through time, distance affected by carbon increases followed by mechanical property
changes.

The analysis treats two parts corresponding to experimental phenomena. At first,
before being under creep condition, a certain load higher than elastic limit is applied.
Specimen is assumed at this step to suffer elastic-plastic phenomenon. The load rate is
applied as quickly as possible. Consequently, the elastic-plastic appearing at this step is
not the same as ordinary one. Considering linear strain-hardening material, we have to
determine a new hardening coefficient.

In the second part, where the load is maintained after the wanted load is reached,
creep condition is performed until rupture. Plastic behavior is also taken into account. In
this step, carbon inclusion and its effect are considered. Specimen has no longer uniform
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behavior: exterior elements suffer from carbon inclusion. Creep rate, creep rupture
strength, and yield stress become different from one element to others, and finally stress
distribution is not uniform. Fracture criteria due to both creep damage and tensile strength
are also evaluated for each element. Elements receiving high stresses tend to be the first
part in fracture.
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2 FIRST PART: ELASTIC-PLASTIC BEHAVIOR

Before being under creep condition, specimens have elastic-plastic behavior.
Plastic deformation depends not only on the applied load value but also on load path.
Lower displacement or load rates applied, material becomes easier to give plastic strain.
This phenomenon has big influence and can not be neglected in creep analysis.
Generally, experiment data are reported using nominal stress, i.e. load applied divided by
initial section area. But, because of incompressible material, the increase of plastic strain
in longitudinal direction will be compensated by reduction of section area. Consequently,
at constant load material will receive a higher stress value (called true stress) than the
nominal one. This analysis will use the true stress for calculation. Data reported with
nominal stress are converted into true stress. This is possible to be done, because needed
parameters are fortunately stored and available in SMAT Data Base.

In creep experiments a certain time is needed to reach wanted stress value. During
this time and which the temperature condition is already 550°C, creep strain might occur.
For this reason, the load is applied as quickly as possible to minimize pre-creep
phenomenon. But, as stated before, when faster load is applied, material becomes
difficult to give plastic strain.

The elastic-plastic behavior is characterized by hardening phenomenon. Many
experiments on tensile test conducted to some formula involving constant values showing
the relationship between stress and strain. Generally, experiments were performed by
controlling displacement in low rate. Results are of course different from elastic-plastic
phenomenon found in the first step of creep test. Therefore, constants showing elastic-
plastic behavior obtained by usual tensile test can not be used in creep analysis. Here
below are equations needed for determining hardening coefficient and then true stress.

To model elastic-plastic in high strain rate, material is considered having linear
strain-hardening. At any time under applied load P, material receives true stress a, which
is given by following equation:

P = a A (Eq. 2.1)
where A is section area of the material. In elastic-plastic behavior, total strain eT is the
sum of elastic strain E£ and plastic strain ep.

sT = se + ep (Eq. 2.2)
Elastic behavior is related by Hooke law using Young's modulus E (Equation 2.3) and
the plastic one is given by introducing hardening coefficient H (Equation 2.4).

se = a / E (Eq. 2.3)
sp = (a - a y ) / H, if of course a - a y > 0 (Eq. 2.4)

where a y is yield stress. E is equal to 15691 kgf/mm2 at 550 °C, but H is still unknown
variable. Because of incompressible material, positive incremental plastic strain will be
compensated by section area reduction, so that:

A = Aoe"Ep (Eq. 2.5)
where Ao is initial section area.
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Now, solve the above five unknown variables. Introduction of Equation 2.3 to
Equation 2.4 and then combined with Equation 2.2 give:

H s p = E e T - c r y - E s p (Eq. 2.6a)
(H+E)Ep = E s T - a y (Eq.2.6b)

In the other hand, Equations 2.1,2.5, and 2.4 can be combined to eliminate variable a:
P = (Hsp + CTy)Aoe-ep (Eq.2.7)

Finally Equation 2.6a can be included to the last equation. Considering nominal stress cr0

as load applied divided by initial area, we have then:
c0 = (ET - ep) E e£p (Eq. 2.8)

Young's modulus and nominal stress are known. Nominal total strain, e, is given
in experimental data by measuring strain off set. True total strain can be easily obtained
by using equation sT = ln(l+e). We have now only one unknown variable. Nevertheless,
it is difficult to obtain mathematically variable ep. Trial and error or computational
iterative methods can be used to solve this problem.

Once plastic strain is calculated, other variables, especially true stress and
hardening coefficient, can be determined. Calculation leads to the following results.
Figure 2.1 gives well comparison of elastic-plastic behavior in usual tensile test and in
creep test. It is clear that the points obtained from creep experiments have higher curve
than those obtained in usual tensile test.

An effort was tried to obtain the relationship between hardening coefficient and
load or strain rate. Hardening coefficient tends to increase when load rate applied is faster
as showed in Figure 2.2, but it is still doubtfully to conclude mathematical equation. For
future calculation, we will use the average hardening coefficients, i.e. H = 250.8,
kgf/mm2. By using this average hardening coefficient, the curve of tensile test should
follow the Figure 2.3.

Meanwhile, Figure 2.4 predicts the true stress in material when certain nominal
stress is applied. It is clear that the difference between nominal and true stress becomes
bigger when the load applied is much higher than yield stress. If the load applied is still in
elastic zone, the nominal and true stresses are the same. This is explained by null plastic
strain leading to the absent of section area reduction.
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3 SECOND PART: ELASTIC-PLASTIC-CREEP BEHAVIOR

After elastic-plastic is reached, specimen is now going under creep condition
where load is kept constant until the rupture occurs. The axial creep strain increases. And
then section area decreases. Consequently, stress in material becomes higher, and in turn
plastic strain occurs. In this step elastic-plastic-creep behavior should be considered.

Because of sodium environment, carbon element might diffuse into specimen and
these affects the creep strain rate, creep rupture strength, and yield stress of material.
Inside material is not affected by carbon inclusion. So, the material no longer has uniform
behavior. Considering N elements, analytical steps and its solution are below.

During time interval, dt, carbon inclusion occurs. Each element has three types of
strain increment and the total increment ds j (i is index for element number i) becomes:

deTi = dse j + dscj + depi (Eq. 3.1)
Assuming that during this dt, creep strains dec; can be calculated by using creep strain
equation discussed in the next chapter. While, elastic strain increment is related to Hooke
law:

dcri = Edsei (Eq. 3.2)
Concerning dsPj, it is determined by stress and yield stress. Plastic strain occurs only if cr-,
+ dtfi is higher than oyj+dcryj. Yield stress depends on carbon concentration. So,
verification should be done for each element and this makes analytical solution difficult.
Due to the difficulties, two cases are distinguished:
- for all elements, dePi = 0
- at least in one element, depj > 0

3.1 Elastic-creep behavior

Considering now the first case where only elastic-creep behavior occurs. Due to
null plastic strain, Equation 3.1 becomes:

deTj = dse i + dsci (Eq. 3.3)
Total deformations of all elements are uniform, then:

dsT= dsTi = deT
2 = = deT| = = dsT

N (Eq. 3.4)
The exterior load will be distributed at each element:

P = SPj (Eq. 3.5)
where P is total applied load, Pj is load distributed to element i, and 2 means the sum for
N elements. This leads to:

P-SCTiAi (Eq. 3.6)
with A is section area.

In creep experiment, P is constant. The last equation can be derived and becomes:
0 = 2 O-; dAi + 2 Aj do-j (Eq. 3.7)

The axial elongation is followed by the radius reduction. Assuming incompressible
material, dAj = -(dl/1) Aj, where dl is creep elongation increment, and 1 is length of
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specimen, dl/1 represents the creep strain increment at instantaneous point. By using the
incremental strain it is equivalent to deCj.

dAj = - dsc | Aj
Equation 3.7 can be rewritten as follows:

S Aj das = 2 as dsci As (Eq. 3.8)
By combining all above equations (see below), unknown variables can be resolved.

Because of strain component variation, stress distribution in all elements becomes
non-uniform, and this:

Cj(after increment) = <^\(o\d value) + dCTj ( E q . 3 .9)

Calculation can be continued for the next step dt by using renewed stress.

Solution in elastic-creep behavior
Due to Equations 3.2 to 3.4:

dsT= dse i + dsci
= d c n / E + d s c i (Eq. 3.10)

From Equation 3.8, developing now 2{Aj dorj},
Ajdai =AiEds e i

= AiE[dsT-deCi] .
= AiE[dEc, + d8c, -dsci]
= A,da, +AiE[dsci-dECi] (Eq.3.11)

Equation 3.8 can be rewritten:
2 { As dcrj + As E [deci - deCj]} = 2 a-, dsCj As

<=> 2 As dcr, + 2 {Ai E [dsci - deCi]} = 2 a-, deCj A|
<=> 2 A-, da, = 2 as deci As - 2 {Aj E [dsC! - dsCi]}
<=> da, = { 2 asdsc; As-2 {AjE [dsC! - deCi]} }/Z As (Eq. 3.12)

Knowing all parameters needed, daj can be calculated. In the next turn, others do-j can be
found by using simply:

da-j = E d s e j
= E { dsT - dscj}
= E { d s e , + dsc, - ds c i}
= d<Ji + E { dEC! - dec

s } (Eq.3.13)
Other parameters i.e. dsT, dse-,, and A; can be calculated if needed.

3.2 Elastic-plastic-creep behavior

Equations 3.12 and 3.13 are valuable only when plastic strain is absent. As stated
before, if at least in one element dePj > 0, the analytical solution becomes difficult. The
problem becomes more complex when the total element number of model increases. To
solve this problem, trial and error method is used based on the following evaluation.

Consider elastic-plastic behavior as drawn in Figure 3.2.1. Assuming that at
instantaneous time t, the position is in point R. During dt, due to carbon inclusion the
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yield stress o~yj increases. At the same time incremental creep strain dsCj is given by creep
rate equation. The method of trial and error is to give incremental total strain
approximation (for example the point S) and then this approximation is evaluated to
minimize error. By giving dsT, deT-dsCj can be found. This value is reported to Figure
3.2.1, so that the incremental stress da; is obtained. This calculation is done for each
element, and final evaluation is to verify Equation 3.6 by comparing the applied exterior
load P and the sum I,A\a\. If the difference between these values are so small, the point S
is a good approximation. The calculation can be continued for the next step dt. If the
difference between P and IAJCTJ is not small, the point S is not a good solution. The
evaluation must be repeated with approximation giving another dsT.

Based on the above evaluation, two methods were used: iterative method and
bisection method. With iterative method, approximation of total strain is given from zero
and then incremented with certain value until that the difference between load P and the
sum EAjO-j is minimum. The inconvenient of this method is taking a long time and then is
not be used.

With bisection method, minimum and maximum approximation of total strain are
given. Analogue to the iterative method, middle point between the minimum and the
maximum is evaluated. By evaluating the difference between load P and the sum £Aj<jj,
the minimum or the maximum approximation of total strain is renewed by changing with
the middle point. Therefore, the interval between the minimum and the maximum
approximations becomes small, and the difference between load P and the sum ~ZA\<j\ is
minimized. Compared to iterative model, bisection method saves time. The flow-chart of
bisection method is included in Appendix Al .7.

3.3 Fracture Criteria

In order to evaluate material damage, two fracture criteria are used. The first is
short range criteria based on tensile strength in which material recognizes its fracture if
the stress becomes larger than limit stress at,i.e.:

<J>GL (Eq. 3.14)

Creep tests were performed with different values of applied load. The experimental data
show that at 550°C under nominal stress 43.0 kgf/mm2, the specimen was in rupture
immediately. Converted to true stress, this value is equivalent to 50.2 kgf/mm2 and will
be considered as ov

The second method is long range criterion in which material is in fracture if the
creep damage Dc becomes larger than unity, i.e.:

Dc = dt/t r>l (Eq. 3.15)
where tr is creep rupture time and as a function of stress as follows:

log(t r)=a + piog(a) (Eq.3.16)
a and P are obtained by plotting time to rupture vs. true stresses in logarithmic scales (see
Figure 3.3.1). Instead of nominal stress, true stress should be used because during
computation, Dc is evaluated for each element and at any time. Furthermore oc and P
obtained by linear regression in logarithmic scales should be corrected to avoid

- in -
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accumulated computational error due to stresses having tendency to increase through
time. For creep in air where there is no carburization effect (carbon concentration is
maintained at about 0.012 % weight), the following values are used for the calculation
[see Appendix B]:

a =19.78
p =-10.21 (Eq. 3.17)

The influence of carbon penetration on creep rupture strength will be discussed in
Chapter 4.

- 11 -
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Figure 3.2.1 Elastic-plastic evaluation
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4 EFFECT OF CARBON INCLUSION

4.1 Carbon Diffusion

Material in Fast Breeder Reactor is subject to sodium exposure at temperature
550°C. 316 FR stainless steel in this condition suffers from carburization due to carbon
inclusion. In order to study these phenomena, after creep tests in sodium environment,
metallurgical examinations are carried out using a Scanning Electric Microscope. Based
on these results, empirical mathematical equations are evaluated. Therefore, the
magnitude of carbon penetration is can be simulated.

Figures 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 show zones affected by carbon inclusion. Comparing both
figures, it is clear that exterior stress has a role in favoring element inclusion. The
affected area can be divided into 3 zones. The first zone is between surface to point Pi. In
logarithmic scale the concentration is approximately linear. The second covers from Pi to
P2 distance. The behavior is also linear but changes the value. The last one after P2 is not
affected by sodium environment. In this region carbon concentration remains equal to
initial one i.e. 0.012 % weight. In this study P2 are assumed dependent only on time and
stress applied, and in order to simplify the problem Pi is assumed to have 1/10 distance of
P2-

Without exterior stress (material aged in sodium exposure, see Figure 4.1.1), the
depth of x affected by carbon inclusion is given by diffusion theory:

x = (KDt)1/2 (Eq.4.1)
where KD is diffusion coefficient and is determined by experimental results. The line of
0.013 %C is assumed as limit whether an area is affected by exterior carbon inclusion.
We have then for P2:

KD = 122/5000 = 0.0288
This is initial value. Due to stress applied as shown in Figure 4.1.2, KD varies. Table 4.1.1
resumes KD values for different stress applied.

Many parameters influence on diffusion coefficient, but for this analysis when
temperature is maintained 550°C, KD is assumed dependent only on stress. For different
stress, the approximation is using linear interpolation between points as follows:
i. For o- < 30.5 kgf/mm2,

KD(O-) = 0.0288 + 0.003590 cy (Eq. 4.2a)
ii. For o > 30.5 kgf/mm2

KD(CT) = 0.1383 + 0.2036 (a - 30.5) (Eq. 4.2b)
By this parameter, it may be predicted whether a layer inside material is affected by
carbon inclusion during sodium exposure time t. Even, three zones affected could be
determined.

- 13 -
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Carbon concentration in the first region

At first, the carbon concentration at material surface should respect the
equilibrium of carbon in fluid. This is given by Figure 4.1.3 [Ref. 2].

C0 = Ceq (Eq.4.3)
where Co: carbon concentration in surface

Ceq: predicted carbon concentration in equilibrium

In the first region the plot of In C vs. In x is linear. It is difficult to obtain carbon
concentration exactly on the surface. To simplify this problem, we consider only 0.1 (am
of deep. At any point, carbon concentration will be given by:

In (C) = In (Co) + slope * [ln(x) - ln(0.1)] (Eq. 4.4)
where

slope = linear tangent

Determine now the slope. In order to obtain linear characteristic, points for x =
0.1 um and x = 1.0 um of distance from material surface are manipulated leading to
Table 4.1.2. The slope depends on stress and time. At initial time, the slope tends to be
parallel to the surface line. Due to lack of experimental data, time variable could be
included by using the following relation (similar to carbon diffusion):

angle of slope = -90° + Kt * t1/2

where
t : time (hour), and

It was not a smooth equation, but it is enough to simplify the problem. The Table 4.1.3
shows Kt calculated by this formula for certain stresses.

For other stresses, the constant approximation Kt is given by linear interpolation
between points as follows:

Kt = 0.3606 + 0.030919 a for a < 30.5 kgf/mm2,
K t= 1.3036+ 0.52308 (a-30.5) for a > 30.5 kgf/mm2 (Eq. 4.5)

Thank to equation 4.4, the carbon concentration in the first zone can be predicted for any
time when stress applied is known, especially at point Pj.

Carbon concentration in the second and third regions

The second zone covers from Pj to P2. Along this region, carbon concentration
can be calculated by:

In (C) = In (Cpti) + slope * [ln(x) - ln(Xi)] (Eq. 4.6)
where Cpt 1 : carbon concentration at point Pi,

slope = [In (0.012) - In (CPLl)] / [ ln(X2) - In(Xi)]
Xi : distance of Pi (and assumed to be 1/10 of X2)
X?: distance of P2

At P2 and in the third region the carbon concentration must be equal to 0.012 % weight.

- 14 -
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Using above empirical formula, Fortran program was created to simulate carbon
diffusion. To verify and validate all assumptions, Figure 4.1.4 predicts carbon
concentration calculated by the program along inside material for different times when
stress applied is 33.0 kgf/mm2.

4.2 Relation between yield stress and carbon inclusion

Carbon inclusion affects material behavior. In micro structure point of view,
diffusion of atom causes local plastic deformation. Consequently, material hardens and
its elastic zone increases. Figure 4.2.1 shows the relationship between yield stress of
316FR stainless steel and carbon concentration. The curve tends to be linear.

Since for initial material containing 0.012 % C weight the yield stress is well
known as 11.2 kgf/mm2, the approximation should pass by this point. The following
method performs the linear regression. Assume an equation

cjy = a * C + b,
where ay is yield stress in kgf/mm , C is carbon concentration in % weight, a and b are
constant and which are related by

b = 11.2-0.012a
The residual (or the error Rj) for each point can be expressed by

R; = ayi - a * Q - b
Ri = cryi - a * Q - ( l 1.2-0.012a)
Ri = ayi - 11.2 + a (0.012 + Q)

The sum of residual square for all points becomes:
E R;2 = 2 {ayi - 11.2 + a (0.012 + CO} 2

The sum will be minimum when its derivation in function of a is zero. This leads to:
cry = 23.6 C + 10.9 (Eq. 4.7)

The experimental data are given until carbon concentration 0.3 % weight. After this
point, data are not available. The extrapolation in this region using Equation 4.7 leads to
strength results because the calculated yield stress is too high. For this reason, an
assumption is adopted that for carbon concentration higher than 0.3 %, the yield stress of
material is considered constant (Figure 4.2.1).

4.3 Relationship between creep strain rate and carbon inclusion

Creep strain increment is obtained by using Norton's law for steady creep strain
rate equation:

ds7dt = D ( a I G)n (Eq. 4.8)
where D, G and n are material constants to be determined. D and n are assumed
invariable with environment and only G varies with the alloy element diffusion.
Considering carburization effect, parameter G is in function with C which is carbon
concentration (in % weight) in material and is assumed to follow the Equation 4.9.

G = G, * Cp/n (Eq. 4.9)
where Gi and p are constants.
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Based on experimental data, Figure 4.3.1 shows the relationship between stress
and creep rate. In logarithmic scale, the curve tends to be linear and in a good path as
predicted by Equation 4.8. Parameter n can be obtained easily.

Other experimental data give the relationship between creep rate and carbon
concentration in material. After manipulating data, the curve of ln(dec/dt) vs. ln(C) could
be considered as linear (Figure 4.7). The decreasing slope represents p.

Parameters D and G\ can not be determined by this experimental data, but we
have the relationship between them. This is enough to evaluate creep behavior. We have
then:

n=10.7
p = 3.5

" = 5.079E-29

4.4 Influence of carbon concentration on creep rupture strength

Creep damage criterion is characterized by a and p. Using Equation 3.16,
log (tr )= a + p log (cr)

those parameters can be determined by plotting time to rupture vs. stresses curve in
logarithmic scales. However, carburization phenomena influence on these parameters.
Unfortunately, no sufficient data are available for evaluating precisely both a and p
parameters.

Wada et al. [Ref. 5], have evaluated the mechanical properties on 316FR steel. It
was found that the creep rupture strength for 10,000 hours increased linearly with the
carbon and nitrogen concentration. This data could be used for evaluating the
carburization effect. Based on these results, the linear relationship between creep rupture
strength and carbon concentration (nitrogen effect is neglected) is as follows,

a R = A + B * %C (Eq.4.11)
where OR is creep rupture strength for 10,000 hours, both A and B are constants, and %C
is carbon concentration. Equation 4.11 can be derived giving:

= B * A%C (Eq. 4.12)
2The value of B is about 80 kgf7mm2 /%weight. This value is in fact a linear tendency in

the carbon and nitrogen concentration region less than 0.14 %. Higher than this region,
the same linear extrapolation is considered as still valuable.

If OR is creep rupture strength, it should respect to Equation 3.16, so that:
log(t r)=a + plog(cyR) (Eq.4.10)

Using values from Equation 3.17, the time to rupture for 10,000 hours can be predicted.
This leads to 35.1 kgf/mm (true stress). In term of nominal stress, it is equivalent to 31.9
kgf/mm2.

Due to lack of data, both a and p can not be determined in function of carbon
concentration. The following assumption is taken into account. The slope in time to
rupture vs. stress curve in logarithmic scales is not influenced by carburization
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phenomena. In other words, only a varies in function of carbon concentration. By this
assumption, parameter a can be evaluated using Equation 4.10:

a = 4 - B log (aR + B * A %C) (Eq. 4.10)
where, B is the same value as in Equation 3.17, CJR is creep rupture stress for 10,000
hours, and A %C is obtained from carbon diffusion calculation. Knowing both a and B
parameters, damage criteria can be evaluated.
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Table 4.1.1 KD values for different stress

(kgf/mm2)
0
30.5
33.0

KD(CT)

0.0288
0.1383
0.6473

Table 4.1.2 Carbon concentration rate in logarithmic scale for the first region

a
(kgf/mm2)

0
30.5
33.0

% C weight
x = 0.1

4.0
1.3
1.15

x=1.0

0.032
0.48
0.53

Ln (% C weight)
Lnx =
-2.3026

1.3863
0.2624
0.1398

Lnx =
0.0

-3.4420
-0.7340
-0.6349

Time
(hours)

5000
2610
747.7

Angle
of slope

(°)
-64.5037
-23.3996
-18.5950

Table 4.1.3 Kt values for different applied stress

a
(kgf/mm2)

0
30.5
33.0

Kt

0.3606
1.3036
2.6113
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The analysis model as shown in Figure 1.2 is prepared. An axial load equivalent
certain nominal stress is applied. Results are here. Only element numbers 1, 29, 60, 100,
125,126, 127, 128, 129 are discussed. Element 1 is the deepest element, and element 129
is the most exterior element which is in contact directly with liquid sodium and is
subjected to carburization.

5.1 Creep under Stress Higher than 33.0 kgf/mm2

At first when the load equivalent to 33.0 Kgf/mm2 of nominal stress is applied,
plastic strain occurs. This axial elongation is compensated by section area reduction.
Because of constant load, material receives a true stress higher than nominal stress. In a
deal with Figure 2.3 prediction, the true stress is about 36.5 Kgf/mm2. All elements have
the same value under elastic-plastic condition. After certain time, stress distribution is not
uniform as shown in Figure 5.1.1. The most exterior element suffers under a high stress.
For comparison, after 500 hours of creep the stress in element 129 is about 41.6 Kgf/mm2

instead of 36.9 Kgf/mm2 inside material.

This phenomenon is explained by Figure 5.1.2 showing carbon concentration in
different elements due to carbon penetration from liquid sodium environment. As
discussed in Chapter IV, carbon inclusion affects the creep strain rate and this is shown
by Figure 5.1.3. Creep experiment is performed so that total strain of all elements is
uniform. Lower creep strain rate in exterior elements is compensated by higher elastic
strain. For this reason, stresses in exterior elements are higher than inside material.
Quantitatively, the difference of stress values is related to the difference of yield stress of
material affected by carbon inclusion.

If creep analysis is continued, exterior elements suffer from high stress and risk to
be first in fracture. Figure 5.1.4 shows stress distribution through time. The first fracture
occurs in element 129 after 1301 hours. Stress disappearing from this element will be
distributed to all elements explaining why stresses in all elements increase. Fracture in
element 129 means also that now element 128 is the most exterior element and is in
contact directly with liquid sodium. This phenomenon is repeated continuously until
rupture of all elements.

After 1000 hours of creep, elements 60 and 100 have not been yet affected by
carbon inclusion, so their stresses are the same as inside material. But after 1500 hours,
carburization begins to give influence in element 100. For element 60, carbon penetration
effect becomes important after about 2800 hours, but then rupture occurs at 3327 hours.
This is explaining why the stress curve in element 60 is little different from in elements 1
or 29.

Figure 5.1.5 shows time to fracture from elements 129 to 1. The fracture begins
from the element the most exterior and it moves to inside direction. Exterior elements
recognize fracture because they suffer stress higher than tensile strength criteria. For
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inside elements, fractures are due to creep damage. Each element has 1 um of width.
Figure 5.1.6 is obtained by converting Figure 5.1.5. It shows the crack rate occurring in
the material. The crack spreads with the rate becomes higher and higher.

Figure 5.1.5 predicts also that the whole specimen will be in rupture after 3378
hours. This is faster than in air where the rupture occurs after 3637 hours as shown in
Figure 5.1.7. Creep curve in sodium and in air have the same curve at the beginning
because at this time carburization has not had significant influence yet. Its effect
becomes significant after about 2500 hours where micro-cracks spread about 20 um.

Creep under stresses higher than 33.0 kgf/mm2 were also evaluated. The results
give similar phenomena as just discussed. However, higher applied stresses, tensile
strength criteria become more important than creep damage criteria. Even, in creep under
nominal stress 40 kgf/mm2 all elements are in rupture due to tensile strength criteria.

5.2 Creep under Stress Lower than 30.5 Kgfi'mm2

For creep under nominal stress of 30.5 kgf/mm2, similar curves as discussed
above are obtained. First fracture, as shown in Figure 5.2.1, occurs in the most exterior
element. However, crack growth is not absolutely from surface to inside direction. There
is a moment where fracture occurs in elements which are not in direct contact with
sodium environment. In the other words, voids might be created. This phenomena is
clearly shown if applied stresses are less than 30.5 kgf/mm2. In this region, the role of
creep damage criteria becomes more important than tensile strength criteria.

For example in creep under nominal stress of 24.0 kgf/mm2, stress distribution
until rupture is given by Figure 5.2.2. At first, exterior elements receive higher stresses
than inside due to the increase of carbon concentration. After certain time, elements from
129 to 125 reach and have the same carbon concentration as maximum limited by the
equilibrium on surface. Consequently, the curve stresses of these elements coincide. But,
those values have not exceeded tensile strength criteria yet. In the same time, creep
strength of exterior elements increases due to carburization. For these reasons, the first
fracture does not occur in the most exterior element, but in element 71 creating a void
(Figure 5.2.3). After this initiation, crack spreads in both inside and outside directions.
Due to creep damage in elements 85 to 30, exterior applied load will be distributed to the
remaining elements. Unfortunately for elements 129 to 86, they receive stresses
exceeding tensile strength criteria. There is discontinuity of curve between elements 30
and 29 because in the model inside elements have 100 um of width instead of 1 u.m in
exterior elements.

5.3 Comparison of Creep Test between in Sodium and in Air

A series of tests was run for different nominal stress to simulate creep test in
sodium and in air. The results are compared with experimental results. As seen in Table
5.3.1, in high stress range the time to rupture for creep in sodium environment is shorter
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than that in air. But, in low stress range, the time to rupture in sodium environment is
longer than in air. These phenomena are in a great deal with well-known behavior.
According to these results, the influence of sodium environment is not quantitatively
important except for very high stresses. Compared to experimental data as shown in
Figure 5.3.1, the analytical model discussed in this analysis gives good approximation.
Anyway, assumptions [see Appendix C] being taken account into the model should be
verified by experiments or other methods.
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Table 5.3.1 Calculated time to rupture in creep for different stress

Nominal
Stress

(kgf/mm2)

24.0
26.0
28.0
30.5
33.0
36.0
40.0

Time to Rupture
(Hours)

in air

166290
64950
26900
9572
3637
1223
235.4

in sodium

168190
62000
25400
9127
3378
1114
182

in sodium
/ in air

101.1
95.5 -
94.4
95.4
92.9
91.1
77.3
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6 GENERAL REMARKS DURING ANALYSIS WORK

6.1 Improvement of Watashi's Model

The numerical analysis performed is an extension of Watashi's model. The
principle is the same in which geometrical model is divided into elements and each
element is evaluated through time. Here below are some points of view that were
modified.

Carbon penetration rate
In Watashi's model, elements affected by carbon are determined by diffusion

coefficient, but the carbon concentration in all elements are the same. In the recent
model, the carbon concentration in each element is predicted by equation based on
empirical data. So, if affected by carbon inclusion, each element has different carbon
concentration from others.

General Formulation
Watashi's model distinguished matrix and grain boundary. This might need

assumption that constant values for matrix and grain boundary are the same. The
difference might be only in carbon concentration affecting material. Even, carbon
concentration in grain boundary should be adjusted because of lack of data.

The recent model considers that one element represents matrix and grain
boundary combination. The use of constant values is therefore not more questionable.
The recent model has also disadvantage that it is not able to distinguish between the
intergranular and transgranular fractures.

Phenomenal model
Watashi's model uses nominal stress as reference. In the recent model, two parts

are distinguished. First part is a situation where material is in way to be under wanted
stress or load applied. In the other words, it is a moment just before the beginning of
creep condition. In this step, material has elastic-plastic behavior. Consequently, true
stress is distinguished from nominal stress. True stress is then used as reference to
calculate creep constants and also fracture criteria.
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6.2 Problems Found during Fortran Program Construction

Carbon diffusion
It is very difficult to obtain mathematical model to simulate carbon diffusion rate

in material especially 316FR stainless steel. Many authors have studied these phenomena
but generally in condition where material is exposed naturally to liquid sodium. Or, in our
case, material in sodium exposure is subjected to exterior force. This parameter has of
course influence in favoring element inclusion from the surface in contact with liquid
sodium.

To resolve the problem, simplification formula is taken based on the experiments.
It is needless to say that the empirical formula is not for general cases.

Possibility in using FINASfor the analysis

The treated problem is a specific case. FINAS or other general software based on
finite element method does not generally provide such analysis. First of all, a new
subroutine is needed for evaluating carbon diffusion. As known, this phenomenon has
effect on mechanical material properties, especially on three parameters: creep strain rate,
creep rupture strength, and yield stress. The first and the second are related to creep
behavior. The last parameter represents elastic-plastic behavior. Since FINAS provides
subroutine XCREEP, difficulties with creep parameters can thus be resolved. But in
elastic-plastic case, the variation of yield stress remains a problem. In order to perform
the special case discussed in this report by using FINAS, some modifications are needed,
so that evolving parameters especially yield stress could be handled.
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7 CONCLUSION

The numerical analysis was developed to simulate creep phenomena of 316FR
stainless steel in sodium environment at 550°C. As performed in experiments, two parts
are distinguished. Elastic-plastic behavior is used to simulate the fact that just before the
beginning of creep test, specimen suffers from load or stress higher than initial yield
stress. It is also found that load is applied as quickly as possible. This is different from
usual tensile test. In the second part, creep condition is produced. The incremental strain
in axial direction will be compensated by section area reduction. Consequently, stress
increases because the load applied is kept constant. Plastic strain might occur. This
phenomena lead to the use of elastic-plastic-creep model.

Material in contact with liquid sodium suffers from carburization effect due to
carbon inclusion. The influence of this phenomena is assumed in increasing yield stress,
decreasing steady creep rate, and increasing creep rupture strength. The model can
successfully simulate creep experiments in sodium environment. The non-uniform of
stress distribution in material can be predicted. Material affected by carbon risk to suffer
from stress concentration. By damage criteria evaluation, crack initialization can be
predicted, and also crack growth can be analyzed.

Some assumptions were adopted to simplify the complexity of the problem.
Extrapolations in predicting yield stresses, creep strain rate, and creep rupture strength
were also used due to lack of data. These are the points that should be improved in the
future. In addition, with necessary modification and needing correspondent parameter
values, this model can be applied for other phenomena such as decarburization effect,
oxydation and or other element penetration. General finite element method will be
welcomed, since the recent model treats only special case for creep test with specific
specimen. Another analysis can also be combined, such as fatigue and creep-fatigue
phenomena.
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APPENDIX A

FLOW CHART OF FORTRAN PROGRAM

Program uses Fortran language (see Pages from A-8 to A-17). All parameters that
evolve through time are stored in variable TABLEOl which is a two dimensional array with size
(129,19), since there are 129 elements and 19 parameters needed for the calculation. The
following table shows the components of TABLEOl.

i \ v
i

2

128

129

1

a

2

da

3

se

4

Tp~
5

Tc~
6

e1

7

d£e

8

dsp

9

dec

10

ds1

11

aya

12

ayc

13

A
14

dA
15

%C
16

d%C
17

XX

18

fr
19

Dm

Table A.I TABLEOl variable used in the program

Here are the explanation for all variables used in Table A.I and also in Figures A.I to A.8.
: index for element number
: variable evaluated
: stress
: incremental stress
: accumulated elastic strain
: accumulated plastic strain
: accumulated creep strain
: accumulated total strain
: incremental elastic strain
: incremental plastic strain
: incremental creep strain
: incremental total strain
: yield stress (renewed due to stress higher than the initial yield stress)
: yield stress (renewed due to %C and thus due carburization effect)
: section area
: incremental section area
: carbon concentration
: incremental carbon concentration
: column not used
: fracture index ( = 1 if fracture, = 0 if not in fracture)

Dm, or DAMAGE : damage criteria
P : load applied
dP : incremental load applied
H : hardening coefficient
TIME : time under which material is under creep condition
dTIME: incremental time
IELM : element number
SumP : variable used in trial and error method.
n, p, D/Gi" : constants in Norton's law

l

v
c
dcj

e
dee

dsp

dec

dsT

aya

ayc

A
dA
%C
d%C
xx
Fr
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CREPLAOl MAIN PROGRAM

Creating files: cp_elxxx.dat

SUBROUTINE INITIALIZE
All initial parameters are nulls, except:

Section area, %C, <Ty

Input data: P, dP, H

SUBROUTINE INSTANTIME
Case I: Elastic-plastic

P = P + dP

Input data: dP=0, H, TIME, dTIME

SUBROUTINE INSTANTIME
Case II: Elastic-plastic-creep

TIME = TIME + dTIME

All elements
in fractures

Figure A. 1 Main program flow chart
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SUBROUTINE INSTANTIME
Data transferred as input: TABLE01, TIME, dTIME, P, dP
Data transferred as output: TABLE01

Q.

O

U

Case II: Elastic-plastic-creep j

SUBROUTINE PRECALCUL
Evaluating incremental stress under assumption

that plastic strain does not occur

SUBROUTINE VERIFPLAS
Verification of stress exceeding yield stress

SUBROUTINE FRACTURE
Evaluating damage criteria

Renewing all parameters for the next dt

Printing necessary parameters into files

RETURN j

SUBROUTINE DIFFUSION
Evaluating carbon penetration

SUBROUTINE CREPSTRAIN
Calculating incremental creep strain

SUBROUTINE FINCALCUL
Recalculating incremental stress

Figure A.2
Subroutine INSTANTIME flow chart
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SUBROUTINE DIFFUSION
Data transferred as input: TIME, dTIME, P
Data transferred as output: TABLEOl

Input data: CO (carbon concentration at surface)

Calculating diffusion coefficient and concentration slope

J_
IELM = 1

Calculating carbon concentration and storing in TABLEOl

IELM=IELM+1

( RETURN

Figure A.3 Subroutine DIFFUSION flow chart

SUBROUTINE CREPSTRAIN
Data transferred as input: dTIME
Data transferred as output: TABLEOl

Input data: n, p,

IELM = 1

• Calculating incremental creep strain and section area
• Storing these values in TABLEOl

IELM=IELM+1

Figure A.4
RETURN ) Subroutine CREPSTRAIN flow chart
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SUBROUTINE PRECALCUL
Data transferred as input: TABLEOl, dP
Data transferred as output: TABLEOl

Evaluating Stfj dsCj A,-

Evaluating Z{AiE*[dsC! - dsCj]}

X
Evaluating

- Calculating dtfi and dcjj
- Storing these values in TABLEOl

( RETURN J

Figure A.5 Subroutine PRECALCUL flow chart

SUBROUTINE VERIFPLAS
Data transferred as input: TABLEOl
Data transferred as output: IPLAS

Initialize data: IPLAS = 0
IELM = 1

cyy = Maximum of (ayioad ,ay%c)

Yes

f RETURN

Yes

No

IPLAS = 1

X

IELM=IELM+1

Figure A.6
Subroutine VERIFPLAS flow chart
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SUBROUTINE FINCALCUL
Data transferred as input: TABLEOl, P, dP, H
Data transferred as output: TABLEOl

_L
Input data: de max , ds min

n) / 2

SumP = 0
IELM = 1

s'iim = dcr'ijtn / E

Null plastic case
dai = (deT

mM-deCi)*E
dsPi=0

Ai=Ai*exp(-dsPi-dsCi)
SumP = SumP + Aj * (daj + a{)

Non-null plastic case
dsTpia = dsT

mid - dsc - dse
Um

da p i a =ds T
p i a *F

i = dapla/H
| im + dj = dae

IELM=IELM+1

Q£ min ~ Q£ mid

Figure A. 7
Subroutine FINCALCUL flow chart

( RETURN J
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SUBROUTINE FRACTURE
Data transferred as input: TABLE01, TIME, dTIME
Data transferred as output: TABLE01

Input data: ALPHA and BETA
(constantes related to rupture time)

IELM = 1

Accumulating DAMAGE:
DTIME /10**(ALPHA + BETA*LOG10 (SIGB))

For elements j not in fracture:

Evaluating 2Aj

Calculating additional stress d
For elements k in fracture:

r

cjj = Plost/5:Aj

( RETURN j

Figure A.8 Subroutine FRACTURE flow chart
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Fortran Program List (file name: CREPLAOl.for)

program CREPLA01

IMPLICIT REAL * 8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION TABLEOl(129,19),TBC(129)
NELEM = 12 9
OPEN(1, FILE='CP_EL001.DAT')
OPEN(2,FILE='CP_EL029.DAT")
OPEN(3,FILE='CP_EL060.DAT1)
OPEN(4,FILE='CP_EL100.DAT')
OPEN(5,FILE='CP_EL125.DAT')
OPEN(6,FILE='CP_EL12 6.DAT")
OPEN(7,FILE='CP_EL127.DAT')
OPEN(8,FILE='CP_EL128.DAT1)
OPEN(9,FILE='CP_EL12 9.DAT')
OPEN(20,FILE='FRACTURE.DAT')
CALL INITIALIZE(TABLEOl,TBC)
WRITE (1,11) 'STRESS 1','ELASTIC 1','PLASTIC 1','CREEP 1',
1 'TOTAL STRAIN', 'YIELD STRESS','SURF AREA 1', '% C 1',
1 'FRACT','DAMMAGE','TIME'
WRITE(2,11)'STRESS 029','ELASTIC 029','PLASTIC 029','CREEP 029',
1 'TOTAL STRAIN',"YIELD STRESS','SURF AREA 2','% C 029',
1 'FRACT1,'DAMMAGE','TIME'
WRITE(3,11)'STRESS 060','ELASTIC 060','PLASTIC 060",'CREEP 060',
1 'TOTAL STRAIN','YIELD STRESS','SURF AREA 2','% C 060',
1 'FRACT','DAMMAGE','TIME'
WRITE(4,11) 'STRESS 100', 'ELASTIC 100','PLASTIC 100', 'CREEP 100',
1 'TOTAL STRAIN','YIELD STRESS','SURF AREA 2','% C 100',
1 'FRACT1,'DAMMAGE','TIME'
WRITE(5,11) 'STRESS 125', 'ELASTIC 125',' PLASTIC 125', 'CREEP 125',
1 'TOTAL STRAIN','YIELD STRESS','SURF AREA 2','% C 125',
1 . . 'FRACT','DAMMAGE','TIME'
WRITE(6,11) 'STRESS 126', 'ELASTIC 126' ,'PLASTIC 126', 'CREEP 126',
1 'TOTAL STRAIN','YIELD STRESS','SURF AREA 2','% C 126",
1 'FRACT','DAMMAGE','TIME'
WRITE(7,11) 'STRESS 127','ELASTIC 127','PLASTIC 127', 'CREEP 127',
1 'TOTAL STRAIN','YIELD STRESS','SURF AREA 2','% C 127',
1 'FRACT','DAMMAGE','TIME'
WRITE(8,11)'STRESS 128','ELASTIC 128','PLASTIC 128','CREEP 128',
1 'TOTAL STRAIN','YIELD STRESS','SURF AREA 2','% C 128",
1 'FRACT','DAMMAGE','TIME'
WRITE(9,11)'STRESS 129',"ELASTIC 129',"PLASTIC 129",'CREEP 129',
1 'TOTAL STRAIN',"YIELD STRESS",'SURF AREA 2','% C 129',
1 'FRACT','DAMMAGE','TIME'

11 FORMAT(11A12)
WRITE(20,13)'THIS FILE CONTAINS TIME TO RUPTURE FOR EACH ELEMENT'
WRITE(20,13)'IELM TIME •

13 FORMAT(A52)
CONSPP = 0.0D0
CONSPVERIF=TABLE01(1,1)*TABLE01(1,13)+TABLE01(2,1)*TABLE01 (2,13)
WRITE (1,12) TABLEOl(1,1),TABLEOl(1,3),TABLEOl(1,4),TABLEOl(1,5),
1 TABLEOl(1,6),TABLEOl(1,11), TABLEOl(1,13),TABLEOl(1,16),
1 TABLEOl(1,18),TABLEOl(1,19)
WRITE (2,12) TABLEOl(29,1),TABLEOl(29, 3) , TABLEOl(29,4),
1 TABLEOl(29,5),TABLEOl(29,6),TABLEOl(29,11),
1 TABLEOl(29,13),TABLEOl(29, 16),TABLEOl(29,18),
1 TABLEOl(29, 19)
WRITE(3,12) TABLEOl(60,1),TABLEOl(60,3),TABLEOl(60,4),
1 TABLEOl(60,5),TABLEOl(60, 6),TABLEOl(60,11),
1 TABLEOl(60,13) , TABLEOl(60, 16),TABLEOl(60,18),
1 TABLEOl(60,19)
WRITE (4,12) TABLEOl(100,1),TABLEOl(100, 3),TABLEOl(100,4) ,
1 TABLEOl(100,5),TABLEOl(100, 6),TABLEOl(100,11),
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1 TABLEOl(100,13),TABLEOl(100,16),TABLEOl(100,18),
1 TABLEOl (100,19)
WRITE(5, 12) TABLEOl(125,1),TABLEOl(125,3),TABLEOl(125,4),
1 TABLEOl(125,5),TABLEOl(125,6) , TABLEOl(125,11),
1 TABLEOl(125,13),TABLEOl(125,16) ,TABLEOl(125, 18),
1 TABLEOl(125,19)
WRITE(6,12) TABLEOl(126,1),TABLEOl(126,3),TABLEOl(126, 4) ,
1 TABLEOl(126,5),TABLEOl(12 6,6),TABLEOl(126,11),
1 TABLEOl(126,13),TABLEOl(126,16),TABLEOl(126,18),
1 TABLEOl(126, 19)
WRITE(7,12) TABLEOl(127,1),TABLEOl(127,3),TABLEOl(127,4),

1 TABLEOl(127,5),TABLEOl(127,6),TABLEOl(127,11),
1 TABLEOl(127,13),TABLEOl(127,16),TABLEOl(127,18),
1 TABLEOl(127,19)
WRITE(8,12) TABLEOl(12B,1),TABLEOl(128,3) ,TABLEOl(128, 4) ,
1 TABLEOl(128,5),TABLEOl(128,6),TABLEO1(128,11),
1 TABLEOl(128,13),TABLEOl(128,16), TABLEOl(128,18),
1 TABLEOl(128, 19)
WRITE (9,12) TABLEOl(129,1),TABLEOl(129,3) , TABLEOl(129, 4),
1 ' TABLE01(129,5),TABLE01(129,6),TABLE01(129,ll),
1 TABLEOl(129,13),TABLEOl(129,16),TABLEOl(129,18),
1 TABLEOl(129,19)

12 FORMAT(10E12.5)
CONSPP=0.0D0
SN = 24.DO
DCONSPP=SN*9,0D0
DTIME=1.0D0'. •
CONSHH = 250.80081D0
DO 20 TIME= -l.OD0,-1.0DO,DTIME

CALL INSTANTIME(TABLEOl,CONSPP,DCONSPP,TIME,DTIME,CONSHH,TBC,SN)
20 CONTINUE

DCONSPP=0.0D0
DTIME=.1OODO
DO 22 TIME= -1.0D0,-l.DO,DTIME
CALL INSTANTIME(TABLEOl,CONSPP,DCONSPP,TIME, DTIME, CONSHH,TBC,SN)

22 CONTINUE
DCONSPP = O.ODO
DTIME = 10.DO
DO 30 TIME= 0.ODO,9000000.ODO,DTIME
CALL INSTANTIME(TABLEOl,CONSPP,DCONSPP,TIME, DTIME,CONSHH,TBC,SN)

IFRACTURE = TABLEOl(1,18)
IF (IFRACTURE .EQ. 1) GOTO 4 0

30 CONTINUE
GOTO 43

40 WRITE(*,41)'MATERIAL IS IN RUPTURE AFTER ',TIME,' HOURS'
41 FORMAT(A33,F7.1,A6)
43 CLOSE(1)

CLOSE(2)
CLOSE(3)
CLOSE(4)
CLOSE(5)
CLOSE(6)
CLOSE(7)
CLOSE(8)
CLOSE(9)
CLOSE(20)
STOP
END

C
C*

C*
C

SUBROUTINE INITIALIZE(TABLEOl, TBC)
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IMPLICIT REAL * 8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION TABLEOl(12 9,19),AREAINIT(129),TBC(12 9)
NELEM = 129
DO 210 111=1,NELEM

DO 205 JJJ=1,19

TABLEOl(III,JJJ) = O.ODO
2 05 CONTINUE

TBC(III)=0.012D0
210 CONTINUE

CARBON=0.012D0
SIGY=CARBON*23.64517D0+10.91625D0
DO 220 IELM=1,NELEM

IF(IELM .LE. 29) THEN
RINT=(IELM-1)*0.1D0
REXT=RINT+0.1D0

ELSE
RINT=2.9D0 + (IELM-30)*0.001D0
REXT=RINT+O.001D0

END IF
AREA = REXT*REXT - RINT*RINT

C AREA = AREA * 1000.0D0
TABLEOl(IELM,11) = SIGY
TABLEOl(IELM,13) = AREA
TABLEOl(IELM,15) = CARBON
AREAINIT(IELM) = AREA

220 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE INSTANTIME(TABLEOl,CONSPP,DCONSPP,TIME,DTIME,CONSHH,
1 TBC,SN)

IMPLICIT REAL * 8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION TABLEOl(129,19),TBC(129)
NELEM=129
WRITE (*,3B) 'TIME',TIME

38 FORMAT(A5,F10.2)
IF (TIME .GE. 0.0D0) THEN

c CALL DIFFUSION(TABLEOl,TIME,DTIME,TBC,SN)
CALL CREPSTRAIN(TABLEOl,DTIME)

END IF
CALL PRECALCUL(TABLEOl,DCONSPP)
CALL VERIFPLAS(TABLEOl,IPLAS)

c IF (TIME .GE. O.ODO) GOTO 39
IF (IPLAS .EQ. 1) CALL FINCALCUL(TABLEOl,CONSPP,DCONSPP,CONSHH,
1 RESIDU)

39 IF (TIME .GE. O.ODO) CALL FRACTURE(TIME,DTIME,TABLEOl,DCONSPP)
C ********* UNTIL THIS POINT, THE SITUATION ARE AT TIME T + DT *********
C ********* SOME FOLLOWING EXECUTIONS ARE USED FOR THE NEXT STEP DT ****

CONSPP = CONSPP + DCONSPP
DO 130 III = 1,NELEM

TABLEOl(111,1) = TABLEOl(111,1)+TABLE01(III,2)
TABLEOl(III,3) = TABLEOl(III,3)+TABLE01(111,7)
TABLEOl(III,4) = TABLE01(III,4)+TABLE01(III,8)
TABLEOl(III,5) = TABLEOl(III,5)+TABLE01(III,9)
TABLEOl(III,6) = TABLEOl(III, 6)+TABLE01(III,10)
TABLEOl(111,13) = TABLEOl(III,13)+TABLE01(111,14)
TABLEOl(III,15) = TABLEOl(III, 15)+TABLE01(III,16)
IF (TABLEOl(111,1).GE.(TABLEOl(III,11J+TABLE01(III,12))) THEN

TABLEOl(III,ll)=TABLE01(III, 1)
ELSE
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TABLE01(III,11)=TABLE01(III,11)+TABLE01(III,12)
END IF

130 CONTINUE
CONSPVERIF = 0.0D0
DO 13 5 IELM=NELEM,1,-1

CONSPVERIF = CONSPVERIF + TABLE01(IELM, 1)*TABLE01(IELM,13)
135 CONTINUE
C RESIDUPP = CONSPVERIF - 274.5D0

RESIDUPP = CONSPVERIF - CONSPP
LTIME = (TIME+DTIME)*10.0DO

C DELTIM = TIME - LTIME
IF (MOD(LTIME,10000) .NE. 0) GOTO 136
WRITE(1,150) TABLE01(1,1),TABLE01(1,3),TABLE01(1,4),TABLE01(1,5),
1 TABLE01(l,6),TABLE01(l,ll),TABLE01(l,13),TABLE01 (1,15),
1 TABLE01(1,18),TABLE01(l,19),TIME+DTIME,RESIDUPP
WRITE(2,150) TABLE01(29,l),TABLE01(29,3),TABLE01(29,4),
1 TABLE01(29,5),TABLE01(29,6),TABLE01(2 9,ll),
1 TABLE01(29,13),TABLE01(29,15),TABLE01(29,18),
1 TABLE01(29,19),TIME+DTIME,RESIDUPP
WRITE(3,150) TABLE01(60,l),TABLE01(60,3),TABLE01(60,4),
1 TABLE01(60,5),TABLE01(60,6),TABLE01(60,ll),
1 TABLE01(60,13),TABLE01(60,15),TABLE01(60,18) ,
1 TABLE01(60,19),TIME+DTIME,RESIDUPP
WRITE(4,150) TABLE01(100,l),TABLE01(100,3),TABLE01(100,4),
1 TABLE01(100,5),TABLE01(100,6),TABLE01(100,11),
1 TABLE01(l00r13),TABLE01(100,15),TABLE01(100,18) ,
1 TABLE01(100,19),TIME+DTIME,RESIDUPP
WRITE(5,150) TABLE01(125,l),TABLE01(125,3),TABLE01(125,4),
1 TABLE01(125,5),TABLE01(125,6),TABLE01(125,11),
1 TABLE01(125,13),TABLE01(125,15),TABLE01(125,18),
1 TABLE01(125,19),TIME+DTIME,RESIDUPP
WRITE(6,150) TABLE01(126,l),TABLE01(126,3),TABLE01(126,4),
1 TABLE01(126,5),TABLE01(126,6),TABLE01(126,11),
1 TABLE01(126,13),TABLE01(126,15),TABLE01(126,18),
1 TABLE01(126,19),TIME+DTIME,RESIDUPP
WRITE(7,150) TABLE01(127,1),TABLE01(127,3),TABLE01(127,4),
1 TABLE01{127,5),TABLE01(127,6),TABLE01(127,11),
1 TABLE01(127,13),TABLE01(127,15),TABLE01(127,18),
1 TABLE01(127,19),TIME+DTIME,RESIDUPP
WRITE(8,150) TABLE01(128,1),TABLE01(128,3),TABLEO1(128,4),
1 TABLEO1 (128, 5) ,TABLE01 (128, 6)', TABLE01 (128,11) ,
1 TABLE01(128,13),TABLE01(128,15),TABLEO1(128,18),
1 TABLE01(128,19),TIME+DTIME,RESIDUPP
WRITE(9,150) TABLE01(129,1),TABLE01(129,3),TABLE01(129,4),
1 TABLE01{129,5),TABLE01(129, 6) ,TABLE01(129,11),
1 TABLE01(129,13),TABLE01(129,15) ,TABLE01(12 9,18),
1 TABLE01(129,19),TIME+DTIME,RESIDUPP

150 FORMAT(12E12.5)
136 RETURN

END
C
C J* ^U J" ^ -X- ̂ > ^ ^ ^- -J* ̂ " -^ *lr ^- ̂ - ^ <L ̂ - ^ ^- H^ ^^ ^U ^ ^ ^* 4? '4? 4? If ^ + ^ ?t *^ *fe ̂  "^ ^- "if *4* ̂ ^ ^ ^" ^ ^ 4* 4 1 ^ ^* ̂ U ^> ^> ̂ * ^- ^- ^ ^L ^ ^ -J ^U ^L ^U ^- ^- ^> ^> ^L ^* it

SUBROUTINE PRECALCUL(TABLE01,DCONSPP)

IMPLICIT REAL * 8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION TABLE01(129,19)
NELEM = 129
CONSEE = 15691.0D0

C ******* CALCULATING DELTA SI-GMA ELEMENT 1 ****************************
c ******* I N T H I S C A S E PLASTIC STRAIN IS ASSUMED NUL *******************

SUM1 = 0.0D0
DO 250 III=NELEM,1,-1
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IFRACTURE = TABLEOl(III,18)
IF (IFRACTURE .EQ. 1) GOTO 250

SUM1 = SUM1 + TABLEOl(III,l)*TABLE01(III,9)*TABLE01(III,13)
250 CONTINUE

SUM2 = 0.0D0
DO 2 60 III=NELEM,2,-1

IFRACTURE = TABLEOl(III,18)
IF (IFRACTURE .EQ. 1) GOTO 260

SUM2=SUM2+CONSEE*TABLE01(111,13)*(TABLEOl(1,9)-TABLEOl(III,9))
260 CONTINUE

CONSAA = 0.0D0
DO 270 III=NELEM,1,-1

IFRACTURE = TABLEOl(III,18)
IF (IFRACTURE .EQ. 1) GOTO 27 0

CONSAA = CONSAA + TABLEOl(III,13)
270 CONTINUE

DSIGMA1 = (DCONSPP + SUM1 - SUM2)/CONSAA
TABLEOl(1,2) = DSIGMA1

C ******* CALCULATING DELTA SIGMA ELEMENT i *****************************
DO 280 III=NELEM,2,-1

IFRACTURE = TABLEOl(III,18)
IF (IFRACTURE .EQ. 1) GOTO 280

DSIGMAIII = DSIGMA1 + CONSEE*(TABLEOl(1,9)-TABLEOl(III,9))
TABLEOl(111,2) = DSIGMAIII

280 CONTINUE
C ******* STORE DELTA EPSILON ELASTIC,PLASTIC,TOTAL,AREA VARIATION
c ******* F 0 R ALL ELEMENTS

DO 290 111=1,NELEM
IFRACTURE = TABLEOl(III,18)
IF (IFRACTURE .EQ. 1) GOTO 290

'TABLEOl(111,7) = TABLEOl(III,2)/CONSEE
TABLEOl(111,8) = O.ODO
TABLEOl(111,10) = TABLEOl(III,7)+TABLE01(III,9)
AREANEW = TABLEOl(III,13)*EXP(-TABLE01(111,9))
TABLEOl(III,14) = AREANEW - TABLEOl (III,13)

290 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C

SUBROUTINE CREPSTRAIN(TABLEOl,DTIME)
C CALCULATING DELTA EPSILON CREEP BY NORTON EQUATION *************

C
IMPLICIT REAL * 8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION TABLEOl(129, 19)
NELEM = 1 2 9
CONSNN = 10.716D0

C CONSDD = 10.9D0
CONSDGN = 5.07931D-29
CONSPDIVN = 0.3293113D0

C CONSPDIVN = 0.337 9220D0
c CONSGG1 = 588.247350D0

DO 300 IELM=1,NELEM
CARBON = TABLEOl(IELM,15)

C CONSGG = CONSGG1*(CARBON**CONSPDIVN)
CARBONPDIVN = CARBON**CONSPDIVN
SIGMA = TABLEOl(IELM,1)
DCREEP = CONSDGN*((SIGMA/CARBONPDIVN)**CONSNN)*DTIME
TABLEOl(IELM,9) = DCREEP
AREANEW = TABLEOl(IELM, 13)*EXP(-DCREEP)
TABLEOl(IELM, 14) = AREANEW - TABLEOl (IELM,13)

C TABLEOl(IELM, 14) = TABLEOl(IELM,13)* (-DCREEP)
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300 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C
Q* ****************************************** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

SUBROUTINE VERIFPLAS(TABLEOl, IPLAS)

IMPLICIT REAL * 8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION TABLEOl(129,19)
NELEM =129
IPLAS = 0
DO 310 111=1,NELEM
SIGI = TABLEOl(111,1)
DSIGI = TABLEOl(III,2)
SIGYI = TABLEOl(III, 11)
DSIGYI = TABLEOl(III, 12)
IF ((SIGI+DSIGI) .GT. (SIGYI+DSIGYI)) IPLAS

310 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE FINCALCUL(TABLEOl, CONSPP, DCONSPP,CONSHH,RESIDU)

C
IMPLICIT REAL * 8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION TABLEOl(129, 19)
CALL XLIMIT(TABLEOl,DEPSLOW,DEPSUP, CONSHH)
CALL BISECT (TABLEOl,DEPSLOW,DEPSUP, DEPSMID,CONSPP,DCONSPP,
1 CONSHH,RESIDU)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE XLIMIT(TABLEOl,DEPSLOW, DEPSUP,CONSHH)
{ *̂ ^* *̂  " ^* " ^^ "^ ^ ^* *̂  ^* " "^ ^™ ~ ^ ^™ ^ ^™ ^ ^ "^ ^ "^ ^* ^^ ^ ^^ ^* ^^ " ^* "^ "^ " ^* " ^ ^^ ^^ * Tf Tf ^T TR Tf W « ^f TT «T V V" «" ^T Tf ^f *tC *K 1« Tf W TC TC

c
IMPLICIT REAL * 8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION TABLEOl(129,19)
NELEM =129

c SIGYMAX = TABLEOl(1,11) + TABLEOl(1,12)
c DCREEPMAX = TABLEOl(1,9)
c IELMMAX = 1
c DO 500 111=2,NELEM
c - IF (SIGYMAX .LT. (TABLEOl(III, 11) + TABLEOl (III,12))) THEN
c SIGYMAX. = (TABLEOl(III,11) + TABLEOl(III,12))
c IELMMAX = III
c END IF
c IF (DCREEPMAX .LT. (TABLEOl(III,9))) THEN
c DCREEPMAX = TABLEOl(III,9)
c END IF
c500 CONTINUE

DEPSLOW = 0.0D0
c DEPSUP = TABLEOl(IELMMAX,2)/CONSHH

DEPSUP = 1.0D0
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE BISECT(TABLEOl, DEPSLOW, DEPSUP, DEPSMID,CONSPP,DCONSPP,
1 CONSHH,RESIDU)
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C
IMPLICIT REAL * 8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION TABLE01(129,19)
NELEM = 12 9
CONSEE = 15691.0D0
CONSFF = CONSHH*CONSEE/(CONSHH+CONSEE)

610 DEPSMID = (DEPSLOW + DEPSUP)/2
SUMPP = 0.0D0
DO 600 III=NELEM,1,-1

IFRACTURE = TABLE01(III,18)
IF (IFRACTURE .EQ. 1) GOTO 600
AREAOLD = TABLE01(III, 13)
DCREEP = TABLE01(111,9)
SIGINIT = TABLE01(111,1)
SIGYNEW = TABLE01(III,ll)+TABLE01(III,12)
DSIGELLIM = SIGYNEW - SIGINIT
DEPSELLIM = DSIGELLIM / CONSEE
IF ((DEPSMID-DCREEP) .LE. DEPSELLIM) THEN

DSIGIII = CONSEE*(DEPSMID-DCREEP)
DEPSPLAIII = 0.0D0

ELSE
DEPSPLATOT = (DEPSMID-DCREEP-DEPSELLIM)
DSIGPLA = DEPSPLATOT*CONSFF
DSIGIII = DSIGELLIM + DSIGPLA
DEPSPLAIII = DSIGPLA/CONSHH

END IF
TABLEO1(111,2) = DSIGIII
TABLE01(111,7) = DSIGIII/CONSEE
TABLE01(111,8) = DEPSPLAIII
TABLE01(111,10)= TABLE01(III,7)+DEPSPLAIII+DCREEP
AREANEW = AREAOLD * EXP(-DEPSPLAIII-DCREEP)
TABLE 01(111,14)= AREANEW-AREAOLD
SUMPP = SUMPP + AREANEW*(SIGINIT+DSIGIII)

600 CONTINUE
RESIDU = CONSPP + DCONSPP - SUMPP

C IF (ABS(RESIDU/(CONSPP+DCONSPP)) .LT. 0.001DO) GOTO 690
IF ((DEPSUP - DEPSLOW) .LT. 0.00000000000001DO) GOTO 690
IF (RESIDU .GT. 0.OD0) THEN

DEPSLOW = DEPSMID
ELSE

DEPSUP = DEPSMID
END IF

C DEPSMID = DEPSMID+0.000001D0
GOTO 610

690 RETURN
END •

C

c ***** T H E FOLLOWING SUBROUTINE EVALUATES CREEP DAMMAGE CRITERIA ****
C ***** D = INTEG (1/TR) * DT
C ***** WITH TR = ALPHA + BETA * STRESS

C
SUBROUTINE FRACTURE(TIME,DTIME,TABLE01,DCONSPP)
IMPLICIT REAL * 8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION TABLE01 (129,19)
NELEM = 12 9

c ***************************** VALUES CALCULATED FROM TEST **********
c ALPHA = 19.78D0
C BETA = -8.5087D0
c ***************************** CORRECTED VALUES CALCULATED FROM TEST

BETA = -10.21D0
X L O S T P P = 0 . 0 D 0
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DO 695 IELM = 1,NELEM
IFRACTURE = TABLE01(IELM,18)
IF (IFRACTURE .EQ. 1) GOTO 695

CONCENT = TABLEOKIELM, 15)- 0.012D0
SIGRTRUE = 35.119D0

DSIGRTRUE = 80.0D0*CONCENT
ALPHA = 4.0D0 - BETA*LOG10(SIGRTRUE+DSIGRTRUE)

SIGI = TABLE01(IELM,l)
DIVIDE = ALPHA + BETA * LOG10(SIGI)
DAMMAGE = DTIME / (10**DIVIDE)
TABLEOKIELM, 19) = TABLEO1 (IELM, 19) + DAMMAGE
IF (((TABLEOKIELM, 19) .GE. 1.0D0) .OR.

C 1 ((SIGI+TABLE01(IELM,2)) .GT. 81.56D0))) THEN
1 ((SIGI+TABLE01(IELM,2)) .GT. 50.243D0))) THEN

IFRACTURE = 1
TABLEOKIELM, 18) = .IFRACTURE

END IF
IF (IFRACTURE .EQ. 1) THEN

AIREIELM = TABLEOKIELM, 13)+TABLE01 {IELM, 14)
XLOSTPP = XLOSTPP+(TABLE01(IELM,1)+TABLE01(IELM,2))*AIREIELM
WRITE{20,694) IELM,TIME,SIGI+TABLEO1(IELM,2),TABLE01(IELM,19)

694 FORMAT(I5,F10.2,F8.3,F8.5)
TABLEOKIELM, 1) ="0.0D0
TABLEOKIELM, 2) = 0 . ODO
TABLEOKIELM, 3) = 0 . ODO
TABLEOKIELM, 7) = O.ODO
TABLEOKIELM, 8) = O.ODO
TABLEOKIELM, 9) = O.ODO
TABLEOKIELM, 10) = O.ODO
TABLEOKIELM, 14) = 6. ODO
TABLEOKIELM, 19) = O.ODO

C ELSE
C DCONSPP = O.ODO

END IF
695 CONTINUE

AIRETOT = O.ODO
IF (XLOSTPP .NE. O.ODO) THEN

DO 696 IELM=NELEM,1,-1
IFRACTURE = TABLE01(IELM,18)
IF (IFRACTURE .EQ. 1) GOTO 696
AIRETOT=AIRETOT+TABLE01(IELM,13)+TABLE01(IELM,14)

69 6 CONTINUE
IF (AIRETOT .EQ. O.ODO) GOTO 699
XLOSTPERAIRE=XLOSTPP/AIRETOT
DO 697 IELM=NELEM,1,-1

IFRACTURE = TABLEOKIELM, 18)
IF (IFRACTURE .EQ. 1) GOTO 697

C ADDSTRESS=(TABLEOKIELM,13)+TABLE01(IELM,14)}*XLOSTPERAIRE
C TABLE01(IELM,l)=TABLE01(IELM,1)+ADDSTRESS

TABLEOKIELM,l)=TABLE01(IELM,1)+XLOSTPERAIRE
697 CONTINUE

END IF
RETURN

699 END
C

c ***** T H E FOLLOWING SUBROUTINE EVALUATES CARBON DIFFUSION AT XDEEP POINT •***
C ***** XK2 : DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
C ***** XKT : SLOPE COEFFICIENT
C ***** XI : DISTANCE OF POINT PI
C ***** X2 : DISTANCE OF POINT PI
C ***** SLOP1 : THE SLOPE IN FIRST REGION AFFECTED BY CARBON
C ***** SLOP2 : THE SLOPE IN SECOND REGION AFFECTED BY CARBON
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C ***** CP1 : CARBON CONCENTRATION AT POINT PI
C ***** CO : CARBON CONCENTRATION AT SURFACE DUE TO EQUILIBRIUM
C ***** XLN01 : LN(O.l)
C ***** XLN0012 : LN(0.012)

C
SUBROUTINE DIFFUSION(TABLEOl, TIME,DTIME,TBC,SN)
IMPLICIT REAL * 8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION TABLEOl(129,19), TBC(129)
SIGAPPL = SN
TIMEX = TIME + DTIME
CO = 1.0D0
XLN01 = -2.30258509299DO
XLN0012 = -4.42284862919D0

C
c ********************* CALCULATE K2, KT, XI, X2

C
IF (SIGAPPL .LE. 3O.5D0) THEN

XK2 = 0.0288 + 0.003590 * SIGAPPL
XKT = 0.3606 + 0.030919 * SIGAPPL
BBB = 0.00000392915D0

ELSE
XK2 = 0.1383 + 0.2036 * (SIGAPPL - 30.5)

C XKT = 1.3036 + 0.52308 * (SIGAPPL - 30.5)
BBB = 0.00000392915DO

ENDIF
X2 = SQRT(XK2*TIMEX)
XI = 0.1D0*X2

C
c *************** CALCULATE CARBON CONCENTRATION AT SURFACE AND FIRST SLOP
C
C SLOP1 = DTAND(XKT*SQRT(TIMEX) - 90)

CP1 = 0.012DO+(0.000002DO+BBB*SIGAPPL)*TIMEX
XLNCP1 = LOG(CPl)
SLOP1 = (XLNCP1 - LOG(CO))/(LOG(XI)-XLN01)

C XLNCP1 = LOG(CO)+SLOP1*(LOG(XI) - LOG(0.1))
C CP1 = EXP(XLNCPl)

SLOP2 = (LOG(0.012)-XLNCP1)/(LOG(X2)-LOG(XI))
C

c *********** CALCULATE CARBON CONCENTRATION AT A POINT
C

CALL CALCONC(TABLEOl,XI,X2,SLOP1, SLOP2, CP1,CO,TBC)
RETURN
END

C ***** THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINE EVALUATES CARBON CONCENTRATION AT XDEEP POINT
c ***** A N D A L S 0 I T S INFLUENCE ON YIELD STRESS
c ***** INPUT PARAMETER : XI, X2, SLOP1, SLOP2, CP1, CO

C
SUBROUTINE CALCONC(TABLEOl,XI, X2, SL0P1, SLOP2, CP1,CO,TBC)
IMPLICIT REAL * 8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION TABLEOl(129,19),TBC(129)
NELEM =129
XLN01 = -2.30258509299D0
NFRACTURE = 0
IELMEXT = 1 2 9

687 IF (TABLEOl(IELMEXT,18) .EQ. 1) THEN
IELMEXT = IELMEXT - 1
GOTO 687

END IF
NFRACTURE = 129 - IELMEXT
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C DO 688 IELM=1,NELEM
C IFRACTURE = TABLEOl(IELM,18)
C I F (IFRACTURE.EQ.l) NFRACTURE=NFRACTURE+1
C688 CONTINUE

DO 700 IELM=1,NELEM
IF (IELM .LE. 29) THEN

XDEEP = (3.0D0 - IELM*0.1D0 + 0.1D0)*1000
ELSE
XDEEP = (3.0D0 - (IELM - 30)*0.001DO - 2.90DO)*1000

END IF
IF (XDEEP .LE. XI) THEN

DEXPON = SLOP1*(LOG(XDEEP) - XLN01)
CDEEPX = C0*EXP(DEXPON)

ELSE
IF (XDEEP .LT. X2) THEN

DEXPON = SLOP2*(LOG(XDEEP) - LOG(XI))
CDEEPX = CP1*EXP(DEXPON)

ELSE
CDEEPX = 0.012D0

END IF
END IF
IF (CDEEPX .LT. 0.012D0) CDEEPX = 0.012DO

C GOTO 750
C CDEEPX = 0.012D0

DELCONC = CDEEPX - TBC(IELM)
750 IF (CDEEPX .GT. CO) THEN

CDEEPX = CO
DELCONC = 0.0D0

END IF
IF { (IELM-NFRACTURE) .GE. 30) THEN
TABLEOl(IELM-NFRACTURE,16) = DELCONC
IF (TABLE01(IELM-NFRACTURE, 15) .GE. 0.3D0) THEN

TABLEOl(IELM-NFRACTURE,12)= 0.0D0
ELSE
TABLEOl(IELM-NFRACTURE,12) = DELCONC*23.569D0

END IF
ELSE
TABLEOl(IELM, 16) = DELCONC
IF (TABLEOl(IELM,15) .GE. 0.3D0) THEN

TABLEOl(IELM,12)= 0.0D0
ELSE
TABLEOl(IELM,12) = DELCONC*23.569D0

END IF
END IF
TBC(IELM)=CDEEPX

7 00 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX B

DETERMINATION OF a AND p PARAMETERS

In order to determine a and P, the curve of time to rupture vs. true stress is plotted in
logarithmic scales. By regression, experimental data give:

oci = 20.02
Pi =-10.53

Creep damage criterion is evaluated by Equations 3.15 and 3.16:
Dc - dt/tr

where tr is creep rupture time and as a function of stress as follows:
log(tT)=a, + p, log(a)

As seen, tr is related to stress and, stress its-self increases through time due to section area
reduction. Consequently, parameter Dc increases quicker than predicted. For these reasons, a and
P values obtained by the initial regression should be corrected. Followings are necessary steps
that were used.

(i) The program was run applying creep analysis in air under 24.0 kgf/mm2 of nominal
stress. Parameter a was fixed as obtained by experimental regression, but P was
evaluated by trial and error method so that the calculated time to rupture corresponds to
experimental regression.

(ii) The same condition was run, but this time P was fixed and a was evaluated.

(iii) Considering another load, the program was run applying creep analysis in air under
33.0 kgf/mm2 of nominal stress. Exactly as step (i), parameter a was fixed, but p was
evaluated by trial and error method so that the calculated time to rupture corresponds to
experimental regression.

(iv) The same condition was run, but this time p was fixed and a was evaluated.

The above steps are plotted in the curve a versus P (see Figure B-l). The steps (i) and (ii)
give first linear curve. The steps (iii) and (iv) give the second linear curve. Both curves
intersect in one point that will be the corrected values of parameter a and P, as follows:
ct2= 19.78
p2 =-10.21

Those above values were used to evaluate creep analysis under other stresses and gave a
good approximation compared to experimental data.

Index 1: related to a = P/A|, where Ai is section area at the beginning of the creep.
Index 2: related to o = P/A2, where A2 is decreasing section area that we assume represents area
reduction during creep.
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APPENDIX C

ASSUMPTIONS TAKEN ACCOUNT INTO THE MODEL

To simplify the complexity of the problem or due to lack of available data, some
assumptions are taken account into the model. Table C-1 summarizes these assumptions.

Table C-1 The summary of all assumptions considered in the model

Domain

Sodium environment

Model

Section area reduction

Elastic-plastic-(creep)
behavior

Tensile strength
criterion

Carbon diffusion

Carburization effect:

• On yield stress

• On creep strain rate

• On creep rupture
strength

Assumptions

Other elements than carbon are also susceptible to penetrate into
316FR stainless steel. But only carbon effect is considered and
other elements effects are neglected.

Only axial direction is studied, mechanical behavior in radial and
circular directions are not evaluated.

Related only to plastic and creep strain.

Young's modulus = 15691 kgf/mm2

Hardening coefficient = 250 kgf/mm2

GL = 50.2 kgf/mm2

Modeled empirically based on a specimen that being aged under
sodium exposure for 5000 hours and on others that being under
creep test in sodium environment until rupture.

• ay = 23.6 C + 10.9 for C < 0.3 % weight
ay = 18.0 kgf/mm2 for C > 0.3 % weight
where C is carbon concentration.

• deVdt = D ( a / G)n

where D, G and n are constants, but only G varies with the
carbon concentration

log (tr )= a + p log (a)

• a and P obtained by direct regression from experimental data
are corrected since stress applied increases through time due to
section area reduction.

• only a varies in function of carbon concentration
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